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“Autodesk Consulting has proven to be an important 
part of our partnership. They are bringing a strong 
methodology and expertise to every project.”
–David Bosworth
 Enterprise Resource Manager for Engineering Systems
 Parker Hannifin 

Achieve success and mitigate risk with 
the power of Autodesk Consulting
Autodesk® Consulting provides world-class 
consulting services to help leading companies 
across diverse industries quickly adopt and realize 
value from Autodesk® technology. We offer 
a comprehensive set of services derived from 
extensive product knowledge and broad industry 
expertise. Customers buy technology to solve their 
business problems; customers engaging Autodesk 
Consulting can expect to realize tangible benefits 
that accelerate productivity, mitigate risks, and 
transform critical processes to further business 
innovation. 

Our global team of professionals and network 
of partners bring together best practices from 
thousands of successful projects, as well as 
unparalleled expertise in building solutions that 
address business transformation, enterprise 
implementation, and change management issues. 
These solutions help customers drive strategic 
business alignment, improve collaboration and data 
management practices, and accelerate technology 
adoption for a greater business advantage. 

People

Autodesk Consulting offers clients the power of 
a global Autodesk network. With consultants on 
staff worldwide and an expanding ecosystem 
of consulting partners, we operate across all 
Autodesk industry practices. In fact, we find that 
enterprise customers increasingly come to us for 
solutions that benefit from our understanding of 
multiple industry practices. This comprehensive 
industry perspective, combined with our deep 
knowledge of Autodesk products and partner 
technologies, enables us to deliver innovative 
solutions to customers’ specific business 
challenges.  

Process

Our global team employs the Autodesk 
Business Value Methodology—a structured 
approach to designing, scoping, and delivering 
professional services. This methodology provides 
an overarching framework that helps clients 
understand what to expect when they engage 
in a consulting project with us and outlines 
the processes we use to help mitigate risk and 
achieve customer-defined success. The detailed 
methodology comprises three phases, with the 
following expected outcomes at the end of 
each phase:

•	Define: We reach mutual agreement on the 
expected business value of the engagement, 
together with a road map, a high-level plan, and 
success metrics.  

•	Construct: We design, develop, and test the 
solution and all associated processes. We 
migrate all data, establish baseline metrics, and 
create an adoption plan to help the customer 
maximize value from the solution.

•	Adopt: We deploy the solution into production, 
train all users, and provide mentoring to ensure 
productivity with the solution. We also provide 
metrics to demonstrate client business value.

Value

Our people and process—combined with 
our direct connection to Autodesk product 
developers—help customers:

•	 Maximize the value of Autodesk technology
•	 Realize business benefits sooner
•	 Transform critical business processes 
•	 Enhance productivity
•	 Mitigate project and technology risks
•	 Create innovative solutions to existing business 

challenges

Industry expertise
Architecture, Engineering and Construction 
Automotive and Transportation
Government
Manufacturing
Media & Entertainment
Utilities and Telecommunications

Service lines
BIM Transformation
Collaboration and Data Management
Engineer-to-Order
Visualization

Capabilities
Business Consulting
Technology Consulting
Solution Implementation 
Custom Development

Representative customers
•	AMD

•	Armstrong White

•	Atkins

•	BAA Airports, Ltd.

•	BNIM Architects

•	DreamWorks

•	Europcar Italia

•	First Energy

•	GDF SUEZ Energy Group

•	Herrero Contractors, Inc.

•	Marriott International

•	Pala Interstate

•	Parker Hannifin

•	Perkins + Will

•	Shanghai Tower Construction and   
Development Company, Ltd.

•	Skanska

•	SmithGroup

Autodesk Consulting

For more information
Contact your Autodesk Sales or Autodesk Consulting Solutions representative.
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